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First of April Chronicles
This was an outstanding day in Lab 123. Dr. Dennis Manos paid us a visit and ended up talking for over an hour on the matter of our future projects…

At 6:12 pm work was still in progress, and at 7:30 pm nobody even thought of going home…

And thus it lasted until midnight when the 2nd of April came, but this is a different story…

“April Fools”
We didn’t stay till midnight. But it sounded good!

Alumni Research Prize
Won by Kelly Sullivan

The Undergraduate Committee has selected Erin Buckley and Kelly Sullivan to share this year’s Alumni Research Prize. This award is given "to the senior(s) with the highest demonstrated achievement in physics research." Congratulations Erin and Kelly!

Kelly Sullivan
works currently in the Surface Analysis Lab.

Lab Visitor
David Lee Fuquay, an INCOGEN Inc. software engineer visited our Lab on Friday 04/08/05. He is working with ToF-SIMS software.

Amy and DeeDee gave David an overview of the capabilities of the ToF-SIMS.
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